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Woman

Apparel fit mannequins

Almost human!

Formax® WOMAN apparel fit mannequins are built upon the
Theory of Body Shapes© (copyright Cad Modelling Ergonomics)
that identifies recurrent morphological families with correct body
shapes and volumes of worldwide population.
Acting as the proper and constant fit verification tools, they reproduce the most frequent woman body shapes in the world, from
the slimmer till the more robust ones to guarantee the success of
the clothing & ergonomic devices collections.
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FORMAX® woman body shape 9

Thanks to the continuous monitoring of demographic changes by proprietary 3D body scanning technologies and surveys,

Formax®

WOMAN are constantly updated to match the
fitting needs of a changing population.
Special and tailored-made

Formax® WO-

MAN can be realized upon specific requests
from customers.
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Producers of prémaman apparel can now

Formax® WOMAN maternity version in

benefit from an anthropometric fit manne-

the body shapes 8 and 4 at 6th month pre-

quin that has the correct body shapes and

gnancy.

volumes.
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Man

patented
Apparel fit mannequins

Almost human!

Formax® MAN apparel fit mannequins are built upon the
Theory of Body Shapes© (copyright Cad Modelling Ergonomics)
that identifies recurrent morphological families with correct body
shapes and volumes of worldwide population.
Acting as the proper and constant fit verification tools, they
reproduce the most frequent man body shapes in the world, from
the slimmer till the more robust ones to guarantee the success of
the clothing & ergonomic devices collections.
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FORMAX® Man body shape 8

Thanks to the continuous mo-

the fitting needs of a changing

nitoring of demographic chan-

population. Special and tailo-
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The body shape for slim fitting collections
FORMAX® MAN 7 is one of the most

reference point for any pattern-maker,

frequent normotypes in the young

clothing and fashion designer.

population and therefore an important
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Baby-Teenager

Apparel fit mannequins

Almost human!
Formax® Babies, Kids and Teenager apparel
fit mannequins are built upon the Theory of Body Shapes©
(copyright Cad Modelling Ergonomics) that identifies recurrent
morphological families with correct body shapes and volumes
of worldwide population. Acting as the proper and constant fit
verification tools, they reproduce the most frequent baby, kid
and teenager body shapes in the world, from the slimmer till
the more robust ones to guarantee the success of the clothing &
ergonomic devices collections.

Children’s heights and body shapes - unisex

Regular body shapes - girls

Overweight body shapes - girls

Regular body shapes - boys

Overweight body shapes - boys
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Reproduction of the real anatomy

garment’s fit at any time.

of babies, kids and teenagers at any

To meet different customer’s needs,

time of their growth, fully articu-

FORMAX® Babies, Kids and Teenagers

lated and with detachable limbs,

are available both with fixed and articu-

FORMAX® allows a quick test of the

lated hips

50

FORMAX® Newborn 50 cm

55
62
68
74/76

Heights of Babies
and Kids (cm)

Full height range available, from
50 up to 170 cm

80
86
92
98/100

Formax® Teenagers male and
female available with head: from
128/130 cm up to 164 cm.

104
110/112
116/118

Formax® Teenagers male and
female available with or without
head: 170 cm

Heights of Teenager (cm)
male and female

124
50

55

68

92

100

104

116

Formax® plumpy
In order to meet the new requirements
of the clothing industry, CAD Modelling Ergonomics developed a special

128/130

full-body mannequin in a “plump” ver-

140

sion, 134 cm of height. PLUMP FOR-

152

MAX® approximately corresponds to a

164

nine-year-old child.

170

FORMAX®
teenager male 164 cm

FORMAX®
teenager female 152 cm, fixed hips

134
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Apparel fit mannequins for underwear and beachwear

Almost human!
Underwear & beachwear are like our second skin
and they should be comfortable, elastic and
should follow all our gestures. Nowadays, it’s vital
to wear undergarments that are fashionable and
have the right fit at the same time.
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With the aim of supporting the daily activities of
pattern-makers and designers, Cad Modelling Ergonomics
developed the

Soft Formax® mannequin.

This fit verification tool reproduces body movements, its
flexibility, its consistency but above all, the 3D volumes for the
fitting checks of undergarments and beachwear.

Soft Formax® is available in body shape 7 that is one of
the most frequent in Caucasian female population.
Soft FORMAX, body shape 7

soft

patented
Apparel fit mannequins for underwear and beachwear

Soft Formax® mannequin, made with

must-to-have for intimates quality control.

soft silicon material, allows you to pin the

Made upon the Theory of Body Shapes©

body, is washable and behave just like real

developed by Silvio Quattrocolo in late

flesh.

‘70s, this mannequin enables manufactu-

Available with interchangeable cup sizes

rers to produce undergarments and bea-

with the correct shape and weight, it’s a

chwear with the right fit and comfort.

Immediate Benefits
• Real average international body shape
• Constant check of prototype collections
• Availability of interchangeable cup sizes
• Capability of pinning the dummy to test comfort
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Anthropometric mannequins

Almost human!
Active Formax® mannequins are

Available with the real distributed

special anthropometric tools specifical-

weight (on demand), Active Formax®

ly designed to perform technical test

plays an important role during the

and verifications.

design of ergonomic devices like safety

Active Formax® are avaible in man, wo-

car seats, forniture, passenger compart-

man, baby, kid and child body shape.

ments and cockpits.

FORMAX® baby active 55 cm
FORMAX® baby active 76 cm

active
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Apparel fit mannequins

Active Formax®

is available in spe-

The higer degree of articulation (e.g. 90°

dummies to execute any kind of test of spe-

cial fire-resistant material and providable

hips point) towards standard Formax®

cial fabrics in the wind and rain galleries.

with sensors.

makes

Formax® SuperActive
Reproducing movements and postures

Active and
Super-Active Formax® offer

of a real human body,

a perfect testing solution for the most
performing active- and corporate-wear.

Active Formax®

the suitable

